Let Q be a connected solvable Lie group of polynomial growth. Let also E\, ... , E p be left invariant vector fields on G that satisfy Hόrmander's condition and denote by L = -{E\ + + Ej) the associated sub-Laplacian and by S(x, t) the ball which is centered at x E Q and it is of radius / > 0 with respect to the control distance associated to those vector fields. The goal of this article is to prove the following Harnack inequality: there is a constant c > 0 such that \EiU(x)\ < ct~ιu(x),x € Q, t > 1, 1 </</?, for all u > 0 such that Lu = 0 in S(x, t). This inequality is proved by adapting some ideas from the theory of homogenization. 0. Introduction. Let Q be a connected solvable Lie group which we assume to be of polynomial growth; i.e., if dg is a left invariant Haar measure on Q and V a compact neighborhood of the identity element e of Q, then there are constants c, d > 0 such that
0. Introduction. Let Q be a connected solvable Lie group which we assume to be of polynomial growth; i.e., if dg is a left invariant Haar measure on Q and V a compact neighborhood of the identity element e of Q, then there are constants c, d > 0 such that dg -measure(F w ) < cn d , n eN.
Notice that the connected nilpotent Lie groups are also solvable and of polynomial growth (cf. [5] , [6] ). Let us identify the Lie algebra q of Q with the left invariant vector fields on Q and consider E\, ... , E p G q that satisfy Hόrmander (e,cn) , n e N.
According to a classical theorem of L. Hδrmander [7] the operator is hypoelliptic. The goal of this paper is to prove the following result: 9 *eβ,f > 1,
for all u>0 such that Lu = 0 in S E (x, t) > 1 < / < P.
This is a result of technical nature, but a very useful one, when one tries to generalise the "real variable theory" to Q (cf. [9] , [10] ). For instance, it can be used to obtain estimates for the Poisson kernel and the Green function. Another immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is that every positive harmonic function in Q (i.e. every u > 0, u e C°°(Q) such that Lu = 0 in Q) is constant (cf. [13] ). When Q is also nilpotent then Theorem 1 is a particular case of a more general result of N. Th. Varopoulos [14] , namely for all integers / > 0 there is C\ > 0 such that (0. 3) |^ "Eiu{x)\ < Cι r ι u{x), x e β, / > 1, for all u > 0 such that Lu = 0, in SE(X , t) -As we shall see, for / > 2, (0.3) is not true for general, not necessarily nilpotent, solvable Lie groups.
(0.3) is also true for 0 < t < 1 (cf. N. Th. Varopoulos [14] ), but this is a local result and the Lie group structure does not play any role in proving it.
The main contribution of this article is the observation that the operator L can be viewed as a second order differential operator with quasiperiodic coefficients on the nil-shadow QN of Q, which is a nilpotent Lie group (cf. [6] ). Once we adopt this point of view, proving Theorem 1 becomes a matter of generalizing results, already known for second order uniformly elliptic differential operators with periodic coefficients (cf.
[1], [2] ). Indeed, in that context, Theorem 1 has already been proved by M. Avellaneda 
Notice that although we do not have any, uniform with respect to ε, control of the Holder continuity of the coefficients of the operators L ε , the above result gives a uniform with respect to the ε estimate for [w ε ] c o,i. This is due to the fact that there is an elliptic operator with constant coefficients 
The motivating example is the universal covering G of the group of Euclidean motions on the plane, which is a three dimensional solvable Lie group of polynomial growth. It turns out that every operator L, as in Theorem 1, in G, can be expressed as a second order differential operator in R 3 with periodic coefficients. More precisely, let g denote the Lie algebra of G and identify its elements with the left invariant vector fields on G. Then, there is a basis {X!, X 2 , X{\ of g such that
Identifying the simply connected analytic subgroups of G whose Lie algebras are generated by [Xι, X3} and {X\} with M 2 and R respectively, we can see that G is isomorphic to the semidirect product K 2 x τ R where the action τ of R on E 2 is given by τ: R -• L(R 2 ): x -• rot x , rot x being the counterclockwise rotation by angle x and L(R 2 ) the space of linear transformations of R 2 . Let us consider the exponential coordinates of the second kind (cf. [12] )
Let us now use φ to identify Q and R 3 as differential manifolds.
Let
Then L becomes a uniformly elliptic differential operator on which can be written in divergence form as Moreover, the control distance dfe( , •) associated to the vector fields E\,E 2 , E$ becomes equivalent to the Euclidean one; i.e., 3b > Acknowledgment. I wish to thank Professor F. Murat for several helpful discussions on the theory of homogenization. I also want to thank the referee for several suggestions.
1. The structure of the Lie algebra. Let q be a solvable Lie algebra and denote by n its nil-radical. Then n is a nilpotent ideal of q and [q, q] Q n (cf. [12]). We denote by π the natural map π: q -» q/n. We also put k -dim(q/n).
Let adX = S{X) + K(X) denote the Jordan decomposition of the derivation adX(F) = [X, Y], X e q. S(X) is the semisimple and K(X) the nilpotent part. It is well known that (ii) There are real polynomials s{x) and k(x) such that
Notice that the fact that adX(X) = [X,X] = 0, X e q implies that the constant coefficients of the polynomials k(x), hence also of the polynomials ^(JC) , are zero. Proof. Let {Yi, ... , 1^} be a set of elements of q as in Lemma 1.1. Arguing in the same way as in the proof of that lemma we can see that q has a subspace b complementary to n, i.e. such that q = nθ b and S(Yi)b = {0} 9 \<i<k. Let Λi, ... , N k e n such that X t = Yi~Ni e b, / = 1, ... , k. The vectors X\, ..., X k have all the properties required by the proposition: they satisfy (b) since they form a basis of b. To verify that they satisfy S(Xt)Xj = 0, 1 < /, j < k observe that if this weren't true then we would have (adX/) M X 7 Φ 0, n e N. To see that this is not possible let us observe first that since K(Yf) is a derivation we have that [K(Yi) 9 adN/] = ad(UT(Y;-)iV/), which combined with the fact that K{Yi)Ni e n implies that the linear transformation Next we observe that
and that
We also have that [5(7/), adJV/] = 0, since 0 = STO*/ = S(Yi)(Yi So using (1.2) we can conclude that
From this observation we can easily see that it can be proved by induction that
This contradicts the assumption that {adXi) n Xj φ 0, π G N, because the transformation K{ Y{)+ad i V/ as we have already seen is nilpotent.
In what follows we shall consider and fix, once and for all, vectors X\, ... , Xk G q having the properties described in the above proposition.
The nil-shadow q# of q. We can easily see that the conditions The filtration of q. We put ti = q and r ί+ i = [t\, t, ]# > / > 1. Then, since q# is nilpotent, we have the following filtration of q :
2 Xm 2 r m+ i = {0}, r m ^ {0}. (2) can be proved by induction. It is trivially true for / = 1. So, assume that it is true for / = n. We are going to verify that it is also true for / = n + 1.
LetlGq, Y G n , Z e t/. IflGn, then adX(
N e x n+2 C r π+1 . If Z G n, Y = X, and X = X/ for some 1 < j 9 
is a derivation and AT(ΛΓ/) is a polynomial in adX 7 . Hence adX z ([ 7V e t π+ i. Finally, if X = X h , 7 = X z and Z = X y for some 1 < h,l 9 
c r n+ i. Since the general case is a linear combination of the cases examined above, we conclude that t Λ+1 is also an ideal of q. This proves the inductive step and (2) follows.
(3a) and (3b) follow from the observation that, according to (2), the spaces τ\, ... 9 x m are invariant with respect to the transformations S(Xi), i=l,... 9 k (cf. [8] ). Given (3a) and (3b), (3c) follows again from the observation that 00/ is invariant with respect to the algebra of linear transformations of q generated by the transformations S(Xi), ι=l,...,A;.
We put n = dimq, n 0 = 0 and n z = dim(αi θ θα/), / = 1, ... , m . Then
The choice of the basis of q. We assume now that q is of type R, i.e. that all the eigenvalues of the derivations adX, X G q are purely imaginary (i.e. of the type ia, αeR Proof. For {X n +1 , ... , ΛΓ ΠQI } we choose any basis of αo/, so that (1) is satisfied. In order to choose {X n +1 , ... , X w } let us denote by αi/c the complexification of an and denote by S(Xj)c the extension of S(Xj) to au 9 The derivations S(X), K{X), X e g and the integers «i, ... , n m are as in § 1. We put
We denote by Λ^ the nil-radical of Q i.e. the analytic subgroup of Q having the nil-shadow n of q as its Lie algebra. Note that TV is nilpotent and that Q/N is abelian.
Using the basis {X\, ... , X n } of q constructed in Proposition 1.4, we can consider the diίfeomorphism
which is called exponential coordinates of the second kind (cf. [12] ). We want to give an expression for dφ~ι. To this end, we shall need some notations.
We denote by a&Y/ and K(Xi) the linear transformations of q defined by ad(Xi)Xj = 0, for i > j and ad(Xi)Xj = ad(X/)X 7 , for i<j,
It follows from (1.1) and the fact that S(Xi)Xj = 0,
x is a vector field on R* , then we put pr, 5(x) = £/(JC) . We also use the same notation for the left invariant vector fields on Q, i.e. if E = c n X n H h Ci^Γi, then we put pΓf E = Ci. Proof. Clearly, the third equality in (2.2) is a more explicit version of the second one and the second equality follows immediately from the first one using (2.1). So it is enough to prove the first equality in (2.2).
Let g = expx n X n expxiXi e Q and γ(t) = g exp ££, t > 0 an integral curve of £. Then to prove the proposition it is enough to prove that (2.3)
(2.3) can be proved by induction on n : It is trivially true for n = 1. So assume that it is true for n < I. To prove that it is also true for n = /+1, observe that it follows from the Campell-Hausdorίf formula that
exp(xi + tc\)X\.
Observing that the linear subspace of q generated by the vectors X /+1 , ... , X 2 is in fact an ideal of the Lie algebra q we can see that it follows from (2.4) and the inductive hypothesis that (2.3) is also true for n = l+\. This proves the inductive step and the proposition follows.
Let QM be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group that admits the nil-shadow q # of q (cf. § 1 for the definition) as its Lie algebra. QN is called the nil-shadow of Q.
We identify the elements of q# with the left invariant vector fields on QN and if X G q then we denote by ^X the element of q# satisfying χX{e) = X(e). We extend the transformations S(X), X G q, to q N by putting S(X) N 
Y = N (S(X)Y).
Using again the exponential coordinates of the second kind
we can see that QN is diffeomorphic with R n . From now on, using the exponential coordinates of the second kind φ and φ^y we shall identify Q and QN as differential manifolds with R n . It follows from (2.2) that if x = (x n , ... , x x ) G R n and E eq then
The volume growth. Let Q be a simply connected solvable Lie group of polynomial growth and dg a left invariant Haar measure on β-
We shall use the notations of §2. As it was explained in that section we identify Q and Q N with R n . Let ΠQ , Π\, ... , n m as in §1 and σ(l), ... , σ(n) as in §2. We put d = σ(l) + + σ(n). We want to describe the shape of the balls S E (e, t) 9 t > 1, and to estimate the dg-measure (S E (e, t) ). To this end we shall need some notations. If x = (x n , ... , X\), then we put t>0.
Xi -t°W < yι < Xi + t σ{ί) 9 \<i<ή} 9 t > 0.
We also put D t = D{e, t) and D = D(e, 1).
Proof. As we see from (0.1), the balls 5^(2, ί), t > 0, behave, for large £, in the same way as the powers V n , neN, ofa compact neighborhood F of e. Hence the vector fields {£Ί , ... , E p } can be replaced with the basis {X n , ... , X\} of q. Furthermore, it follows from (2.5), that {X n , ... , X\} can be replaced by {NXΠ, ... , #Xi} and then the proposition becomes a well-known result (cf.
[5], [6] , [15] ).
Arguing in the same way as in the above proposition, we can prove the following lemma which we shall need later on. LEMMA 
Let S E (x, t), D(x, t) and D be as above. Then there is A > 0 and μ e N such that for all x e D, R e (0, 1] and t > t o = to(R), we have
S E {x t , tR) C D(x t , ^i? 1 /"), D(x t , £R) C S E (xt,
let L = -(Eΐ + + E}).
The purpose of this section is to generalize some classical results of the theory of homogenization (cf. [2] ) in our context. In particular, we shall prove a homogenization formula for the operator L. The homogenized operator LQ will be a left invariant sub-Laplacian defined on a limit group QH . QH is a homogeneous nilpotent Lie group and LQ is invariant with respect to its dilation structure.
We fix a basis {X n , ... , X{\ of q, as in Proposition 1.4. As it was explained in §2, we identify Q and QN with R n . no, n\, ... ,n m are as in §1, σ(i), / = 1, ... , n, as in §2 and
D(x,t), D t9 D as in §3.
To simplify the notations, we shall use the summation convention for repeated indices. The above theorem provides a compactness on families of functions u ε , satisfying
More precisely we have the following Then it follows from (4.2) that
yeD(x,r ι+ι )
and from this that
M -m< --\{M' -m').
It follows from the above argument that for every compact U CD and δ > 0 there is r = r(C/, <?) > 0 and ε 0 e (0, 1) such that
y, zeD(x, r),xeU 9 for all u ε satisfying (4.1), with ε < εo and the proposition follows by standard arguments. which is also stratified. The limit group QH is defined to be a simply connected Lie group that admits q H as its Lie algebra.
If X e qπ then we denote by //ΛΓ(e) the left invariant vector field on QH satisfying HX{?) = ΛΓ(e) (e is the identity element of QH) . Using the exponential coordinates of the second kind
we identify Q H with R π . Having done this identification, we should notice that the family of dilations τ ε , ε > 0, introduced in the beginning of this section, is exactly the natural family of dilations which is compatible with the Lie group structure of QH (cf. [5] ).
The coefficients of the operator L. Let us fix a vector field E h , 1 < h < p . Then from (2.2) and with the same notations we have that where = pr, x = (x n ,... ,xθ,y = Cv Λ ,... ,yi) 9 We have the following proposition which is a direct consequence of the above definitions and the way the vectors X\, ... , X n were chosen (cf. Propositions 1.3). PROPOSITION 
The coefficients a){x,y) and βj?(x 9 y) have the following properties:
(1) a^(x 9 y) = constant, for 
G. ALEXOPOULOS
The correctors χ J '(x, y) , 1 < j < n, are defined to be C°° functions satisfying (4.7)
A(x)χJ(x, y) = -^τ*y (*> JO> W) = 0.
They are defined as follows: For 1 < j < Π\ they are defined to be the unique solutions of the problem 
The proof of the above proposition is exactly the same with the proof of the homogenization formula in the classical case of uniformly elliptic second order differential operators with periodic coefficients (cf. [2] ).
The only modification is that, since in our case we deal with hypoelliptic and not uniformly elliptic operators we have to replace D with a neighborhood U of 0 which is very regular, in the sense of Bony [4] Let us take A*" 1 = A°j , 0 < j < n\. Then using the assumption that the functions u £m do not satisfy (5.1) and passing to the limit we have that μ < sup 
